Abstract

Nyiramin Layon is a process of bathing the corpse or people recently deceased that called wawu lampus in Hinduism Ceremony. Preparation of Nyiramin Layon procession is a process to making Upakara or Eteh-eteh. Upakara or Eteh-eteh are the tools and materials used to Nyiramin Layon procession. Information about Upakara or Eteh-eteh preparation stage very limited because the process are complicated so it is worth to create effective learning media. Making learning media about Upakara needed so young generation of Bali can continue to preserve the tradition of Balinese Hindus. Advantages of learning media creation Upakara or Eteh-eteh is forms application created using three-dimensional objects, photographs and video so the information about making Upakara or Eteh-eteh explicit and comprehensive.
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